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Forecasting Financial Risk using Quantum Neural Networks
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ABSTRACT: There has been enormous attention in quantum algorithms for reinforcing machine learning (ML) algorithms.
In the current paper, we present quantum neural networks (QNNs) and a method of training which is well in quantum system
and is improved with momentum accession and parameter self adaptive algorithm, and we build a new financial risk
forecasting model. We apply this model to the empirical research on the financial risk forecasting of some Moroccan companies.
Then we will compare the findings with the standard artificial neural network (ANNs).
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, forecasting financial risk has become one of the main increase areas of probability and statistical modelling. When
financial risk is aforesaid one heads for thinking of portfolio management, pricing of options and other financial instruments.
Financial risk is also called financial crisis and financial distress, which will often make the company bankrupt. Financial risk
prediction is what predicts feasibility of financial crisis with statistics and so on for companies by analyzing the company’s
financial report and relevant materials. The earliest researcher in financial risk prediction is Fitzpatrick, an American scholar
(1932). In the subsequent research, many scholars applied multidimensional Probit model and artificial natural network to
construct financial risk prediction models with better forecast ability. Odom firstly began to use the artificial neuron network to
carry on the exploration of financial risk prediction in 1990.

Quantum neural networks have been proposed [1], but very few of these proposals have attempted to provide an indepth
method of training them. Most either do not mention how the network will be trained or simply state that they use a standard
gradient descent algorithm. This assumes that training a quantum neural network will be straightforward and analogous to
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classical methods. While some quantum neural networks seem quite similar to classical networks [2], others have proposed
quantum networks that are vastly different [3, 4, 5]. Several different network structures have been proposed, including lattices
[6] and dots [4]. Several of these networks also employ methods which are speculative or difficult to do in quantum systems [7,
8]. These significant differences between classical networks and quantum neural networks, as well as the problems associated
with quantum computation itself, require us to look more deeply at the issue of training quantum neural networks. Furthermore,
no one has done empirical testing on their training methods to show that their methods work with real-world problems.

It is an open question what advantages a quantum neural network (QNN) would have over a classical network. It has been
shown that QNNs should have roughly the same computational power as classical networks [7]. Other results have shown that
QNNs may work best with some classical components as well as quantum components [2]. Machine learning has been presented
as one of the key applications for near-term quantum technologies, given its high commercial value and wide range of applicability.
In this work, we introduce the quantum neural networks: a hybrid quantum-classical framework with the potential of tackling
high-dimensional real-world machine learning datasets on continuous variables.

Quantum searches can be proven to be faster than comparable classical searches. We leverage this idea to propose a new
training method for a simple QNN. This paper details such a network and how training could be done on it. Results from testing
the algorithm on several real-world problems show that it works.

This paper propose a new training method for a simple QNN and it describes such a quantum neural network (QNN) and how
training could be done on it. Findings from testing the algorithm on several Moroccan companies show that it works. Furthermore,
we show and prove that QNN is faster than comparable classical neural networks. This article proposes QNN model. By using
rough set to draw regulation from data sample book and adding rough nerve cell to membership layer of QNN, the number of
regulation decreases and network training speeds up. At the same time, the training algorithm of QNN is enhanced with
momentum accession and parameter self adaptive algorithm to fit training request of QNN, to effectively evade “dark box
operation” in distilling regulation, and to make network training speed up. Finally, we apply this method to empirical analysis on
forecasting financial risk of Moroccan companies and have realized good results.

2. Financial Performance and Financial Risk Management

Most firms perform the primary elements of risk management. However, companies with more mature risk practices do better
financially. They outperform the other firms by making powerful decisions, more efficiently deploying rare resources and
decreasing their exposure to negative events. Firms around the world have made fundamental investments, processes and
technology to help control business risk. Historically, these risk investments have focused on financial controls and regulatory
compliance. Effective risk management starts at the top with clarity around risk strategy and governance. It is crucial that the
proper accountability exist at the executive levels.

In binding the risk management practices and financial performance for companies, the mean scores of each risk management
practices will be corresponded to the ROA and ROE. Risk management practices will be explained by risk management environment,
policies and procedures, risk measurement practices, risk mitigation practices, risk monitoring practices and internal control
practices. The result of relation between ROA/ROE and all risk management practices will be used to show whether there is any
correlation between ROA and risk measurement practices and also to explain how strongly the variables correlate.

2.1 Financial Performance
Financial performance is a measure of companies’ policies and operations in monetary terms. It is a common measure of a
company’s total operation health over a given duration, and can be used to compare similar firms across the same industry or to
compare industries or sectors in collection. There are many different ways to measure a firm’s financial performance. This may
be reflected in the firm’s ROI among others and is a subjective measure of how a firm can use assets from its primary mode of
business and generate revenues. According to [5], the financial industry, like other industries is in business to earn profits by
selling its products. To maximize the profits, financial institutions develop new products to satisfy their own needs as well as
those of their customers. Companies are finding that many of the old ways of doing business were no longer profitable; the
products and services they had been offering to the market were no longer selling [6]. To survive in the new economic
environment, companies have to research and develop new products and services that would mitigate financial risks and
improve profitable [7].
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2.2 Financial Risk Management Methods
Financial risks are only one category of a broad field of  risks. Furthermore financial risks can be classified into three subclasses
credit risk, liquidity risk, and market risk. Market risk can be classified into four broad classes, foreign currency, interest rate,
commodity, and equity risk. For financial risk management there are many different kinds of definitions. Some researchers define
it whether very broadly or narrowly which leads that there is no globally accepted definition of financial risk management [8].
However financial risk is such a complex and extensive concept that financial risk-management practitioners need often specialize
themselves only to certain part of financial risk management as for instance foreign exchange risk. The authors in [9] have
relatively narrow view to risk management; he finds risk management as the risk handling process. Furthermore in [10] view risk
management leads to avoiding, reducing, transferring, sharing or taking the risk. Also it is good to notice that risk management
is a very broad term due to the wide range of risks and thus there are several categories of risk management as financial risk
management operational risk management, supply chain risk management [5].

3. Quantum Computation Background

Particular required ideas that shape the basis for the study of quantum computation are reviewed in [9].

3.1 Linear Superposition
Linear superposition is closely related to the familiar mathematical principle of linear combination of vectors. Quantum systems
are described by a wave function ψ that exists in a Hilbert space. The Hilbert space has a set of states, |φi >, that form a basis, and
the system is described by a quantum state |ψ > = Σi ci | φi >. |ψ > is said to be coherent or to be in a linear superposition of the
basis states |φi >, and in general the coefficients ci are complex. A postulate of quantum mechanics is that if a coherent system
interacts in any way with its environment, the superposition is destroyed. This loss of coherence is governed by the wave
function ψ. The coefficients ci are called probability amplitudes, and |ci|

2 gives the probability of |ψ > being measured in the state
|φi >. Note that the wave function ψ describes a real physical system that must collapse to exactly one basis state. Therefore, the
probabilities governed by the amplitudes ci must sum to unity. A two-state quantum system is used as the basic unit of quantum
computation. Such a system is referred to as a quantum bit or qubit and naming the two states |0 > and |1 >, it is easy to see why
this is so.

3.2 Operators
Operators on a Hilbert space describe how one wave function is changed into another and they may be represented as matrices
acting on vectors (the notation |·i indicates a column vector and the h·| a [complex conjugate] row vector). Using operators, an
eigenvalue equation can be written A | φi  > = ai | φi >, where ai is the eigenvalue. The solutions | φi > to such an equation are called
eigenstates and can be used to construct the basis of a Hilbert space as discussed in the last sub-section. In the quantum
formalism, all properties are represented as operators whose eigenstates are the basis for the Hilbert space associated with that
property and whose eigenvalues are the quantum allowed values for that property. It is important to note that operators in
quantum mechanics must be linear operators and further that they must be unitary.

3.3 Interference
Interference is a familiar wave phenomenon. Wave peaks that are in phase interfere constructively while those that are out of
phase interfere destructively. This is a phenomenon common to all kinds of wave mechanics from water waves to optics. The
well known double slit experiment demonstrates empirically that at the quantum level interference also applies to the probability
waves of quantum mechanics. The wave function interferes with itself through the action of an operator – the different parts of
the wave function interfere constructively or destructively according to their relative phases just like any other kind of wave.

3.4 Entanglement
Entanglement is the potential for quantum systems to exhibit correlations that cannot be accounted for classically. From a
computational standpoint, entanglement seems intuitive enough – it is simply the fact that correlations can exist between
different qubits – for example if one qubit is in the |1 > state, another will be in the |1 > state. However, from a physical standpoint,
entanglement is little understood. The questions of what exactly it is and how it works are still not resolved. What makes it so
powerful (and so little understood) is the fact that since quantum states exist as superpositions, these correlations exist in
superposition as well. When coherence is lost, the proper correlation is somehow communicated between the qubits, and it is
this “communication” that is the crux of entanglement. Mathematically, entanglement may be described using the density matrix
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formalism. The density matrix ρψ of a quantum state |ψ > is defined as ρψ = |ψ  > <ψ |.

Quantum computation can be defined as representing the problem to be solved in the language of quantum states and then
producing operators that drive the system (via interference and entanglement) to a final state such that when the system is
observed there is a high probability of finding a solution.

3.5 Quantum Search
One of the best known quantum algorithms searches an unordered database quadratically faster than any classical method [12,
13]. The algorithm begins with a superposition of all N data items and depends upon an oracle that can recognize the target of
the search. Classically, searching such a database requires O(N) oracle calls; however, on a quantum computer, the task requires
only O(√N) oracle calls. Each oracle call consists of a quantum operator that inverts the phase of the search target. An “inversion
about average” operator then shifts amplitude towards the target state. After π / 4 * √N repetitions of this process, the system
is measured and with high probability, the desired datum is the result.

4. Developing a Quantum Neural Network Model

We would like a QNN with features that make it easy for us to model, yet powerful enough to leverage quantum physics. We
would like our QNN to use known quantum algorithms and gates, have weights which we can measure for each node,  work in
classical simulations of reasonable size and to be able to transfer knowledge to classical systems.

We propose a QNN that operates much like a classical ANN composed of several layers of perceptrons – an input layer, one or
more hidden layers and an output layer. Each layer is fully connected to the previous layer. Each hidden layer computes a
weighted sum of the outputs of the previous layer. If this is sum above a threshold, the node goes high, otherwise it stays low.
The output layer does the same thing as the hidden layer(s), except that it also checks its accuracy against the target output of
the network. The network as a whole computes a function by checking which output bit is high. There are no checks to make
sure exactly one output is high. This allows the network to learn data sets which have one output high or binary-encoded
outputs.

4.1 Quantum Neural Network Model
There are many approaches to the development of QNN models, proposed in [1] and [2]. These models focus on different
aspects of quantum computations and neural processing. In quantum computing, As the smallest unit of information, a quantum
bit or qubit is a quantum system whose states lie in a two dimensional Hilbert space. Like bits in classical computers, qubits
labeled and express one bit of information: corresponds to the bit 0 of classical computers, and to the bit 1. Qubit state expresses
a coherent superposition of states:

 | ψ > = α | 0 > + β |1 >, (|α|2 + |β|2 = 1) (1)

Where α and β specify the probability of the corresponding states.

Quantum gate which includes the characteristics of quantum computing is the basis for physical implementation of quantum
computing. The universal logic sets are included in the quantum logic. Similar with classic bit, the basic gate can form arbitrary
quantum gates and complete quantum state of some of the logic of transformation. An element based on the 1 bit phase-shift
gate and 2 bit controlled-Not gate in quantum dynamics are taken as a activation function in Neural Networks. To facilitate
application, the following form of complex function is given to express the quantum state:

f (θ) = eiθ  = cosθ + isinθ (2)

i = √−1 is imaginary unit, θ is quantum phase, the probability amplitude of |0 > is the real part of complex function, the probability
amplitude of |1 > is the imaginary part of complex function. Then a quantum state can be described as:

| ψ  > = cosθ | 0 > + sinθ |1 > (3)

Quantum neuron model based on 1 bit phase-shift gate and 2 bit controlled-Not gate.
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xi is the ith input to the quantum states of the neurons, θi is the phase transfer coefficient of weight, λ is the threshold coefficient,
δ is the phase control factor, z is output state, arg(u) is the phase of u, function f is defined as the formula (1), g(x) is sigmoid
function.

Quantum Neural Network discussed in this paper is a combination of the qubit neuron and multi-layered feed-forward neural
networks.

Back Propagation (BP) algorithm is one of algorithm widely used in the neural network (NN) training. But BP algorithm has some
unavoidable defects such as slow speed in training (especially for large training samples), liable to get into local minimum, and
so on. Although some improved BP algorithm is given, these algorithms can hardly avoid the BP algorithm getting into local
minimum. Considering of the ability of Genetic Algorithm (GA)’s global searching [3,4,5], we use improved GA to train quantum
neural network architecture to avoid it getting into local minimum and obtain effective result.

4.2 Problem Formulation
The basic idea of QNN model based on rough set theory is to handle the input of neural network with knowledge reduction of
rough set theory. Specific processes are as following:

• Step 1: The Rough set theory mainly studies data structure composed of object aggregation and property aggregation.
Usually this data structure is called decision systems (table).

An information system (table) S is the tuple S = (U, At, {Va | a ∈ At}, {Ia | a ∈ At}, where U is a finite nonempty set of objects called
universe, At is a finite nonempty set of attributes, Va is a nonempty set of values for an attribute a ∈ At, and Ia : U → V is an
information function, such that for an object x ∈ U, and a value v ∈ Va, Ia(x) = v means that the object x has the value v on the
attribute a.

U = X1, X2, ..., Xn represents the research sample, and X1, X2, ..., Xn represent the listed companies selected; F = F1, F2, ..., Fm
represents the financial index system, and F1, F2, ..., Fm represent the financial indexes of listed companies; D is the diction
attribute and di represents the judgment of financial risk, namely, if the financial crisis comes out, di = 0, otherwise di = 1.

• Step 2: Rough set theory can only address discrete data, however the financial indexes in this paper are continuous data which
can not be addressed with knowledge reduction theory. Subsequently, we should discrete the financial data of the registred
companies. Through this work, we distinct the financial data with competitive QNN model.

• Step 3: Ownership reduction is to remove independent or trivial possessions under the situation that the classifying capacity
of the repository retains the same.

This work adopts discernibility matrix to carry out ownership reduction. We assume that DS = U, At, Va, Ia is the knowledge
expressive system, then the discernibility matrix of S is an n × n matrix.

Given a subset of attributes A ∈ At, two binary relations between objects on U can be differentiated in an information table and
are defined by:

DIS(A) = {(x, y) ∈ U × U | ∀a ∈ A, Ia(x) ≠ Ia(y)}  (4)

IND(A) = {(x, y) ∈ U × U | ∀a ∈ A, Ia(x) = Ia(y)}  (5)

A strong discernibility relation DIS(A), states that two objects are strongly discernible with respect to A if they have different
values on all attributes in A. A strong discernibility relation is irreflexive and symmetric, but not transitive. Besides, a strong
indiscernibility relation with respect to A is denoted as IND(A). Two objects in U satisfy IND(A) if and only if they have the same
values on all attributes in A. It can be verified that an indiscernibility relation is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, namely, it is
an equivalence relation. It partitions the universe U into a family of disjoint subsets, denoted as U/IND(A) = U = IND(A) =
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{[x]IND(A) | x ∈ U}, where [x]IND(A) is the A-definable equivalence class containing x, i.e.,

[x]IND(A) = {y ∈ U | (x, y) ∈ IND(A) (6)

For a subset of attributes, the discernibility and indiscernibility relations can be conveniently expressed in terms of the
corresponding relations defined by singleton attribute subsets:

DIS (A) = ∩   DIS ({a}) (7)

IND (A) = ∩  IND ({a}) (8)

a∈A

a∈A

The discernibility function has the property that all conjunctive normal forms in the infinitesimal disjunctive normal form of
function is the reduction of property aggregation A.

According to property reduction of decision table of discernibility matrix, it can be divided into five steps to reduce:

Compute discernibility matrix of decision system (table) and establish corresponding extract logic expressions for every list:

4.3 Structure of QNN model
The rough set-QNN model the article constructed is a multiple input multiple output model. It has three layers:

The first layer is input layer: The input layer of QNN is the financial indexes from which ineffective financial indexes are eliminate
by the algorithm of knowledge reduction.

The second layer is concealed player: Momentum accession and parameter self adaptive algorithm is adopted to solve the
problem of slow network convergence and avoid the problem of part least dot under BP QNN algorithm.

If directions of grads remain the same after two times of iteration, it indicates that learning rate descends too slow and that step
size should be doubled. But if the directions of grads go opposite, it indicates that learning rate descends excessively and that
step size should be halved. By continually adjusting the learning rate, the network convergence speeds up.

The third layer is output layer which is to distinguish companies of financial risk. The output layer of single node can not only
simplify the structure of network, but also effectively identify companies of financial risk and avoid making mistakes. The design
of single node is applied to the output layer which divide companies into two kinds, namely, financial risk occurring and financial
risk not occurring.

5. Conclusion

This article has presented a QNN model of and has applied it to the research on the financial risk forecasting of Moroccan
companies. We have showed that attribute reduction on financial index of the input of QNN with knowledge reduction of rough
set solves the complexity of network structure of standard QNN financial prediction model and lacking in theoretic evidence to
ensure the input nods and concealed layers of network, and improves prediction efficiency of the model. Furthermore, we have
enhanced the quantum neural network algorithm which reaches well approximation effect.

Subsequently, QNN financial risk model reduces computing time and boost prediction efficiency but not decrease prediction
precision. In addition, this article still exist some shortage, such as the sample chosen is relatively less in capacity, which may
affect the result of the model in a certain extent, and the choosing of index had limitation too, a large number of nonfinancial
factors were not taken into account.
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